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1. Political and Financial Development in Southeast Asia 
 

The attempt to describe “commons” concerning democratization, electoral integrity, and 

political accountability in Southeast Asia must certainly – and unfortunately - define the 

common features in a critical light. Since all countries in the region, e.g. in the Economist 

Democracy Index 2012, are being ranked as flawed democracies or worse, advanced norms 

for transparent party finances or clean and fair elections cannot be expected. The regional 

overview still shows as many single and dominant party systems as multi-party systems, even 

after recently adding Myanmar and Timor Leste to the latter. 

 Table 1 
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Compiled by the author 

 

Another ranking relevant in the regional comparison is the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) 

2012 of Transparency International, here an excerpt (out of 176 countries covered) for 

Southeast Asia. The CPI is predominantly covering economic issues, but a corrupt business 
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climate is certainly not conducive for clean party funding: Table 2 (selected by the author) 

 

Ranking Country Score 

5 Singapore 87 

54 Malaysia 49 

88 Thailand 37 

105 Philippines 34 

113 Timor Leste 33 

118 Indonesia 32 

123 Vietnam 31 

157 Cambodia 22 

160 Laos 21 

172 Myanmar 15 

 

 

Possible explanations for this unfavourable picture lie in the relative young age of the nation 

states, except Thailand, their corrupt feudal and colonial history and – concerning the party 

finances – in the speed of the economic development in the last decades, which created 

unprecedented funding opportunities for the ruling parties.  

In the following chapters funding for the maintenance of party machineries, branch offices, 

staff etc. cannot always be clearly separated from campaign funding. The latter is 

increasingly the bigger part of party funding, whereas the running costs between elections 

tend to be neglected by most parties. But unlike in the branch networks with a high degree of 

volunteer work by members in the slowly disappearing mass parties of old Europe, most 

parties in Southeast Asia don’t invest much in their infrastructure or local staff and cannot 

rely much on volunteerism. 

 

2. Party Funding Regulations in Southeast Asia 

 

The International Institute for Democratic and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) in Stockholm has 

published a very detailed database on legal regulations encompassing practically all aspects 

of party and campaign funding (http://www.idea.int/political-finance/). To reduce the 

complexity of the provided data, Table 3 shows selectively the most basic information: 
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Cambodia     yes    

East Timor yes   yes yes   yes 

Indonesia   yes yes yes   yes 

Malaysia     yes    

Myanmar     yes  yes  

Philippines yes yes yes  yes yes yes  

Singapore   Limited 

to  

S$ 5000 

 yes  yes yes 

Thailand    yes yes yes yes yes 

Source: IDEA website, compiled by the author 

 

Table 3 shows only the legal situation and certainly not the reality of party and campaign 

related financial activities in Southeast Asia. Looking at the ‘ban of vote buying’- column 

alone reminds of the theoretically perfect human rights protection in the constitution of the 

USSR, both a far cry from the reality on the ground.  

 

3. “Creative” Money Politics - The Price for Economic and Financial Growth? 

What seems to set Southeast Asia apart from Europe and other regions with a distinctive style 

of party activities are the pervasiveness and exorbitant dimensions of money politics. The 

breath-taking economic development of Southeast Asia has given huge amounts of money 

into the hands of governments and politicians. This cash-flow, ever growing for decades, has 

become an irresistible temptation for politicians to continue and increase the traditional 

patron-client relationships which in most cases were already pre-colonial and mostly 

increased during the colonial era. 

Money politics is certainly universal and not at all a feature unique to Southeast Asia. 

Political parties need money for their activities and the prices for political campaigns and 

related services are going up everywhere. The financial crisis in Europe has revealed an 

unpleasant example of party corruption:  “Greece’s two big parties have become machines 

for dispensing patronage and pork on a scale that is amazing even by standards of 

Mediterranean democracy.” (The Economist, 2 July 2011: 42). The quotation may help 

against moral outrage and put the situation in Southeast Asia in a broader perspective. But 

being in bad company does not mean that the levels of money politics in the region were 

more acceptable. As everywhere in the world, it is detrimental for the state in many ways, 

from embezzlement and theft of the tax payers money and distortion of the state budget to the 

loss of confidence of the citizens in politics in general and the political class especially, the 

image of politicians being at a historical low already. 

What can be said here in a comparative regional perspective is not so much the fact itself and 

its background in patron-client expectations. It is much more the outrageous dimensions of 

the sums being traded and the growing demands and impunity of the circles which profit 

from the system. 
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4. Thailand: Money Politics and Party Funding – Just Two Sides of the Same Coin? 

 

Thailand, considered a regional icon of economic and political development in the 1990s, is 

an example for the amounts at stake in the political business. Wingfield ( in Gomez 2002: 

250ff ) gives a very sobering account of the banking-business-politico-military connections 

since the 1950s and how they have increasingly corrupted the Thai state. “Three parties – 

Social Action, Chat Thai, and Democrat – dominated the civilian governments of 1975 and 

1976, as well as Thailand’s five elected national assemblies between 1976 and 1988(…).The 

number of business people being elected to parliament also steadily rose. In 1957, 28 per cent 

(…) and by the July 1988 election 68 per cent of the National Assembly members were 

businesspeople.”( Wingfield:257 ) As Wingfield can pinpoint in great detail and with names, 

especially the banking sector has not only bankrolled the parties, but bankers have often been 

appointed as non-elected members in Thai cabinets. “Chuan Leekpai’s 1992 cabinet 

contained four senior bankers, including the former president of Siam Commercial Bank (…) 

who served as Finance Minister”.( Wing-field:264) It is certainly acceptable that a top banker 

serves as finance minister, but here and in most related cases the conflict of interest was all 

too obvious.  

Why did this happen to Thailand? One of the reasons was the rapid and exponential 

economic growth which was not followed fast enough by institutional and legal development. 

But Wingfield also highlights the weakness of the parties: “The underlying reasons for 

growing business participation in politics lie with the nature of Thai political parties and the 

commercialization of the electoral process.” (Wingfield:265)  

Except the Democrats as the oldest surviving Thai party, established in 1946, all the 

newcomer parties of the 1970s did not develop a sound structure and national network, and 

were often threatened of disbandment by the frequent military coups, changing coalitions and 

cabinet reshuffles. The results of these systemic shortcomings were devastating: “Vote 

buying, MP-buying, political patronage, and political corruption have been the chief means 

used by political parties in their fight for ascendancy in the Thai Parliament. (…) estimates of 

money spent during general elections show a sharp increase, from Bt 4-5 billion in 1988 to Bt 

20-30 billion in 1996”. (the latter at 1996 exchange rates was between 791 million  and 1.19 

billion USD!) And the effect on the internal life of the parties was as destructive: “Loyalty to 

political parties is weak and rarely do party members unite around a particular ideology or 

manifesto. Parties are merely vehicles for individuals to achieve the premiership.”(Wingfield: 

265).  Attempts at reigning in money politics, vote-   and MP-buying have been unsuccessful, 

though certainly laudable. But the limitations to campaign spending have been largely 

ignored by candidates and parties or circumvented in rather creative form.  

The meteoric rise of Thaksin Shinawatra’s business empire, based and grown on telecom 

monopolies acquired with the help of political connections, eventually made him interested in 

politics himself. In 1998 he launched his Thai Rak Thai Party injecting a fortune from his 

private funds. “He spent THB 3 billion launching the party, claiming it was a sum of money 

set aside by his family” (The Nation 6/8/98). That was a hefty 56.7 million US$. 

What is often called “Pluto-Populism” can well be demonstrated in the success story of 

Thaksin Shinawatra. “Despite Thaksin’s rhetoric about representing “new politics”, he used 

his vast wealth to secure the premiership. He was alleged to have created a THB 20 billion 

fund to induce more than 100 incumbent MPs from other parties to run under the Thai Rak 

Thai banner.  Although the party was widely criticized for continuing this practice of “MP-

buying”, it was one of the main reasons for Thaksin’s victory”. (Bangkok Post 17/9/2000)The 
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promised “THB 1 million fund” for each of the country’s 70.000 villages (approx. 23.000 

US$ each) sums up to more than 1.6 billion US$.  

With these financial dimensions, it does not come as a surprise that the political arena in 

Thailand is deluged with scandals. By 2000, Thaksin himself and his wife were indicted for 

concealing parts of their fortune by using a regionally widespread trick, namely transferring 

assets and shares to proxies, including domestic staff. But money and political networks 

across the party lines normally prevent the institutions which were established to clean up the 

mess from digging too much into the details and eventually punish the notorious wrongdoers. 

If need be, their staff can be exchanged as well as the rules, resulting in appalling impunity. 

“Although the Election Commission discarded the results in 62 constituencies in the January 

2001 election because of voting irregularities and cheating, only eight candidates were barred 

from standing in repeat by-elections … Despite widespread reports of vote-buying in almost 

all of the by-elections, the EC failed to take action against any of the alleged poll 

violators,…”( Wingfield:289) 

On the other hand, Thailand is one of the few countries in the region which has tried to do 

something against the excesses of money politics. After long academic, political, and public 

debates about a “democracy tax” to help political parties raise funds on a legal basis, the 

“Organic Law on Political Parties” (2007) has introduced tax deductible donations. A sum of 

100 THB (US$ 3.36 as of May 2013) can be donated to a party of the tax-payers choice by 

ticking a prepared box on the form. The tax revenue department then hands in the total 

amount and a report on the exact amount each political party receives to the Political Party 

Development Fund (PDF) of the Election Commission (ECT) which makes the amount 

available to each political party. The parties later in turn send a report of tax contribution 

spending details to the ECT.  

 

The idea of state subsidies was first initiated in the Democratic Development Committee 

(DDC) set up under Chuan Leekpai’s government in 1994. In 2005, from a total budget of 

335 million THB, 80 % have been allocated to the development of political parties and 

branches. The PDF office under the ECT transfers these subsidies directly to qualified parties 

annually. The party headquarters later distributes this budget to its local organizations. The 

ECT monitors the parties’ subsidy utilization by sending ECT officers and local staff to visit 

and evaluate political parties and their branches in each province. Information gained from 

this evaluation affects PDF allocations in the following years. 

This financial support is calculated as follows: 35 % of the total allocation is based on the 

number of MPs in the House, 30 % on the party list votes obtained in the preceding general 

elections, 20 % on the number of members in the party, and 15 % on the number of branches. 

 

                          Table 4: Political Development Fund disbursements 1999 – 2010 

Party Amount (in m Baht) 

Democrat Party 672,0 

Chat Thai 148,4 

Thai Rak Thai 682,5 

People’s Power Party 52,2 
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Puea Pandin 27,7 

Puea Thai 0.5 

Chartthaipattana 0.4 

Bhumjaithai 0.4 

Source: Election Commission of Thailand, compiled by Pimrapaat Dusadeeisariyakul 

 

A glimpse into the official income figures of one of the main parties shows the importance of 

PDF funding and the volatility of donations according to the changing political importance 

and influence of the Democrat Party. 

 

Table 5: Democrat Party’s Annual Incomes (in m THB, 1 m = 33.600 USD in May 

2013) 

Source of 

income 

2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 

 PDF  47.4 54.4 68.5 34.5 42.4 32.7 12.1 

Donations 16.9 6.1 25.4 60.0 62.9 74.6 22.1 

Membership 

fees 

10.9 10.3 12.6  0.04 0.07 0.1 

Fundraising    426.9 124.1 1.5 0.6 

Income tax 

donation 

     5.9  

Others 20.1 47.7 51.6 1.9 1.2 4.0 1.6 

Total 94.8 118.6 158.1 523.5 230.9 112.8 36.5 

Source: Democrat Party’s website www.democrat.or.th, arranged by Pimrapaat 

Dusadeeisariyakul 

 

The regulations of the “Organic Law” are rather detailed (see the documentation by 

International Idea (http://www.idea.int/political-finance/country.cfm?id=216), but it is not 

clear whether all these regulations are or can be supervised properly. Thailand has also 

introduced limits to donations. The maximum donation by a single individual or legal entity 

is THB 10 million (approx. US$ 336,000) per year. For every donation the origin must be 

clarified. The documentation required by the ECT for party financing limits the party’s room 

http://www.democrat.or.th/
http://www.idea.int/political-finance/country.cfm?id=216
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to manoeuvre. But doubts are allowed that the system is immune against transactions in the 

shade. A court case against the Democrat Party for not declaring a donation of 258 million 

THB (approx. US$ 8.6 million) from TPI Polene, a cement company, for use in the 2005 

general election, highlights the dimensions. The party was acquitted in 2010 on technical 

grounds. 

 

For Puea Thai, the last reincarnation of Thaksin’s Thai Rak Thai Party, the figures are more 

difficult to verify. The party has received large private donations from Thaksin himself and 

other financiers but it remains a secret how the party manages its private donations. Puea 

Thai has claimed to follow the requirements and regulations set by the Election Commission. 

However, since the main source of funding came from private donations exceeding the level 

set by the ECT, the lack of transparency of funding is obvious.  

As in most Southeast Asian countries, patron-client relations are deep-rooted in the Thai 

society. Constituency MPs or other local representatives are expected to give rewards to those 

who elect them. Such pork-barrel projects include recommending and facilitating admission 

to schools, clearing tax issues or a traffic police bill, improving local road conditions etc. 

Thai Rak Thai was the party that engaged most openly in such practices, patronage was used 

extensively to buttress its parliamentary support. So there is a high probability that Puea Thai 

conducts its business in a similar way. Thaksin also saw to it that his businesses benefited 

from government policy. For example, telecommunications concession fees were transformed 

into an excise tax – a move that favoured Thaksin’s Shin Corp at the expense of the state.  

The Thai dilemma of money politics and the attempt to reduce it may be symptomatic for the 

gold digger mood during the years of fast economic development in Southeast Asia. It has 

been observed in different but very similar degrees in Malaysia and Indonesia or the 

Philippines as well, and even the socialist countries have not been spared and produced 

exceptionally rich politicians and connected businessmen despite their egalitarian and anti-

capitalist ideology.  

 

5. Indonesia’s Winding Road to Cleaner Politics 

 

Among the three allowed funding sources for political parties the membership fees are the 

most marginal because few members pay up, not even symbolical amounts. Donations are the 

most important, like in most other countries in the neighbourhood, and the public funding 

model has failed.  

The post Suharto era in Indonesia has shown an extraordinary dynamism of political 

development, experiments with political engineering and changes of the rules of the political 

game. Ruling a country of this level of diversity is already difficult enough, but implementing 

new rules throughout the archipelago is a Herculean task. This is why the history of party 

funding in Indonesia is anything but linear. During the Suharto rule party funding was not a 

problem. Mietzner (2007:241) reports that Suharto in 1998 withheld around 100 million US$ 

from the Golkar party funds after his fall, thus creating huge problems for the party. But it 

also revealed the enormous dimensions of party funding under Suharto’s New Order regime, 

which was certainly a far cry from transparent procedures and accountability. Mietzner 

explains the extraordinary zigzag changes in the reform- and democratic periods of the 

country. Here is a condensed overview: 

- Based on the new election law of 1999, the Election Commission (KPU) received an 

operational budget of around 155 million US$, supplemented by another 60 million from 
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UNDP, making the KPU an easy cash cow for the parties which were running it. Audits after 

the election found that 13 million from the KPU budget had “disappeared”.  

- During his last days in office President Wahid issued the “Government Regulation on 

Financial Assistance to Political Parties” (PP51/2001) introducing a compensation based on 

the number of votes received in 1999. The resulting amounts were quite considerable, e.g. 47 

million US$ for the PDI-P between 2001 and 2004 for headquarters and local branches.  

- Drawing critical flak from bureaucrats in President Megawati’s administration, the scheme 

was changed from a vote based to a seat based system. The subsidy per seat was fixed at 

some 2,300 US$ and lead to a massive decline in pay-outs to the parties, a whopping 89 % 

from 2005 to 2006. According to Mietzner there is no clear clue whether there was a strategic 

discussion behind this drastic change - it might have been an attempt to discourage political 

entrepreneurship and rent-seeking elements in the parties. 

- The immediate result was that the parties increased the compulsory deductions from the 

salaries of MPs and Ministers from something between 10 and 20% (which is quite usual in 

Western democracies as well) to up to 40%. This, in turn, made it necessary for the MPs to 

open new sources of income, and the easiest way out, not surprisingly, was corruption.  

- The next step was that the parliament decided on higher salaries and allowances in late 

2005, a practical increase of 82%, which sparked a public outcry and spoiled the image of the 

political class even further.  

- In October 2005 when the government reduced the allowances for local parliamentarians, 

the home affairs minister was accused of “killing” the parties. In order to extinguish the fire, 

President SBY increased the allowances by 150 – 300%, triggering the next public outcry. So 

the decree was revoked in January 2007 with much lower benefits.  

- The consequence was that the cash-strapped parties increased their attempts to divert state 

funds into their own coffers by giving concessions and business opportunities to own or 

affiliated companies. 

- In a paper on local elections Mietzner shows the extension of illegal funding activities and 

the impotence of the institutions created for their supervision and prevention to stop the ever 

growing cost of the elections and the perversion of ‘transparency’ as the shamelessness with 

which politicians and parties ignore and circumvent the regulations. The estimated 

expenditure for a professional campaign, giving the candidate a realistic chance to win a 

governorship in an average province, comes at a staggering 10 million US$ (Mietzner 

2011:128).  

This whole unfolding drama highlights one of the most basic underlying principles of 

political activities. Whatever the party laws and election systems allow or ban, competing 

politicians and parties will always find a way around rules they perceive as a nuisance for 

themselves and their quest for power. And during campaign times emotions and expectations 

easily override reason and caution and lead to the most “creative” party funding.  

 

What aggravates public criticism most is the greed of party leaders who keep donations for 

themselves. In a way their motives are understandable in all the cases where they had to pay 

for their candidacy and the election campaign or take up personal loans. Selling government 

procurement contracts, services and concessions for party donations is certainly one of the 

most detrimental threats to stable public finances and undermines the credibility of political 

institutions. But exchanging preferential treatment and legislative favours for big donations 

from interested business circles via their lobbies is not a phenomenon especially typical for 

Indonesia. It is quite common world-wide, including Western democracies. 

 

Mietzner combines all these revealing details with an appeal for public party funding, arguing 

that its reduction in Indonesia after 2005 has increased the political corruption to very 
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unsavoury levels. Considering its appalling dimensions and the detrimental effect on the 

voters and their belief in democracy, this appeal is certainly justified, though the regional 

standards in Southeast Asia are not really setting Indonesia apart. But probably no amount of 

public funding will ever meet the demands for additional donations. To have a comparison 

with a country with rather strict controls of political donations, the public funding for German 

parties will be 154 million Euros in 2013. But since elections are coming up in September, 

the estimated total income of the parties may reach about 500 million if an extrapolation of 

the last available figures is justifiable. And the membership fees (strictly enforced by the 

way) and internal deductions from MP and ministerial salaries can never bridge the gap 

between perceived actual needs and public funding. In the heat of election campaigns and its 

high expectations all normal financial precautions are being neglected world-wide by 

political parties and their leaders.    

   

6. The Philippines: How to Control the Pork Barrels? 

 

To look into the more piecemeal mechanisms of normal political corruption in a traditional 

patron-client setting with growing financial dimensions, the case of the Philippines is telling. 

As Kasuya (2009:62) reminds us: “...pork-barrelling plays an important role in politicians’ 

financial portfolios since it brings legislators “kickbacks”, or illegal rebates, from contractors 

in pork projects. On average, it is reported that about 30% of the total project cost goes into 

the legislator’s pockets, and the practice is so extensive that it is referred to as the “standard 

operating procedure (SOP)” of pork-barrelling  (Parreno 1998). (...) The Countryside 

Development Fund (CDF) is the typical pork item in the annual budget. (...) One full term in 

office, then, would yield 10.8 million pesos (US$ 0.2 million) for a House member and 32.4 

million pesos (US$ 0.6 million) for a senator.” 

Since the final decision on pork projects depends on the president’s office, the distribution of 

the funds is a very powerful instrument to control the loyalty of the members of parliament 

and explains at the same time the shifting majority after presidential elections. Cutting 

yourself off from the possibility of obtaining pork projects and distributing the proceeds in 

your constituency comes close to the political suicide of a politician 

 

Since there is no state funding in the Philippines for political parties, the mainstream parties 

rely on their member-politicians for financing, which is affecting their autonomy. This is 

more obvious with the Nacionalista Party, which was known to depend on Party President 

Manuel Villar’s largesse. Villar is a businessman with a net worth of 1.05 b USD according 

to Forbes.  

Funding for non-mainstream parties is a problem which they address by collaborating with 

affiliate NGOs and networks, but which suffer from a lack of consistency and problems of 

sustainability.  

Collecting membership fees is proven to be ineffective in all parties, though they all tried to 

implement it. From among the mainstream parties, the Liberal Party is somehow successful 

in getting support and contributions from their politician members. It was able to make 

arrangements with the salary system of its elected members in Congress where contributions 

are automatically deducted. However, the efficiency of this scheme is still unknown. Lakas 

collects fees from members occupying national seats while the local chapters are left to 

collect fees from their local members, but oftentimes, collection is hardly enforced. 

Akbayan largely relies on its local chapters to implement their own schemes in charging and 

collecting dues, but the collected fees are hardly substantial to fund the party operations. The 

Bayan Muna by-laws prescribe a minimal annual membership due determined according to 
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financial capacity of its members, which are to be collected from the local chapters. 

However, this is not strictly enforced as well. (information provided by Joy Aceron, in 

Sachsenröder, 2013) 

 

7. Malaysia after the General Election on 5 May 2013 

 

The ruling United Malays National Organization (UMNO) is widely considered one of the 

richest and most corrupt parties in the region. The party enjoys stable financial support from 

its own corporate businesses, as it has invested in publicly listed companies such as Merlin, 

Paremba, Renong, and Fleet Holdings (Gomez 1990 & 1991, Jomo & Gomez 1997). UMNO 

also receives donations from other companies such as the Shaw Brothers, Lim Goh Thong 

through Genting Berhad and Daim Zainuddin, a former finance minister and skilful treasurer 

of the party for many years. The membership dues are a symbolical RM 2 per year, obviously 

enforced or paid up by candidates and branch leaders. All funds are administered and 

distributed by the party headquarters.  Donations to divisions or headquarters are managed by 

an appointed party treasurer and the party’s financial report is audited internally to verify the 

accounts. The audit teams are members who are qualified to conduct the internal and external 

audits.  

The advantage of being the ruling party for decades has permitted UMNO to use government 

agencies as a mechanism to sustain its power and influence. Over more than fifty years, 

UMNO’s manipulation of government facilities to finance its election campaigns has been 

well known by the public. But more detailed information comes only up when internal 

rivalries erupt in exposed scandals. As for many long-term ruling parties world-wide, the 

identification of government as UMNO and UMNO as government created a high level of 

arrogance of power and allowed the use of state funds and facilities being taken for granted. 

Scandals of the last few years have shown that the component parties in the National Front 

coalition (Barisan Nasional or BN), which is heavily dominated by UMNO, are not at all 

exempt from money politics in rather big style. Their dependency on UMNO has been 

apparent for most Malaysians, but they have in a way fulfilled their role as a multi-racial 

mimicry and vote getter for the dominance of UMNO. The practical advantages for business 

by donating to components and UMNO have their own understandable logic with the side-

effects on the very uneven playing field of Malaysia’s politics.  

Terence Gomez’s landmark research on money politics in East Asia has defined the practice 

of political business especially for Malaysia and UMNO. His “model of the practice of 

political business” (Gomez 2002:4) encompasses all the tricky transactions beyond the use of 

cash, namely manipulation of share prices, insider trading, mergers, reverse takeovers, 

shares-for-assets swaps, state concessions, licenses, contracts, and privatization. The amount 

of political corruption has eventually strengthened the uphill battle of the opposition 

coalition. This People’s Pact (Pakatan Rakyat) coalition consists of the three parties, Anwar 

Ibrahim’s People’s Justice Party (Parti Keadilan Rakyat-PKR), the Chinese Democratic 

Action Party (DAP) and the Islamic Parti Islam SeMalaysia (PAS). They have obviously 

found their own ways to attract enough funding for their development in the years since 2008 

when they managed to challenge the BN dominance seriously for the first time. The DAP is 

probably getting more donations from Chinese businessmen unhappy with MCA and UMNO, 

and PKR has managed to win support from a growing number of citizens who share the urge 

for change and may have received donations from non-UMNO-crony business and middle-
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class Malaysians. PAS has cultivated its image of clean politics for decades and thrifty party 

management based on volunteer contributions by the members.  

The 13
th

 General Election on 5 may 2013 has brought to light a couple of figures which, 

though not easy to verify, allow a rough estimation of the enormous price tag of this election, 

calculated in the billions of Ringgit, some say between two and three billion including cash 

hand-outs to poorer citizens and pay rises for the civil service. Meredith Weiss from 

University of Albany, at the moment a visiting fellow in ISEAS, Singapore, has been part of 

a team of observers of GE13. She shared unpublished figures from her poll watching as 

examples: BN transferred 100,000 to 200,000 RM to their candidates and sponsored 

countless events during the campaign period, assisted by affiliated organizations like Kelab 

Kebajikan 1 Malaysia, a welfare organization. BN paid for salaries, transport and food 

expenses of helpers and staff, and millions of party flags all over the country, at 8 RM each. 

Donation boxes and the sale of t-shirts and other paraphernalia obviously added to the 

funding of all parties involved, supported by the carnival mood in most rallies.  

The Election Offences Act (1954) sets the allowed campaign expenses per candidate at RM 

100,000 for state seats and 200,000 for federal seats (approx. 31,000 and 62,000 USD), but 

the Election Commission does hardly check or interfere. UMNO spent already 1.5 billion RM 

in the 2004 election. Knowing how close neck and neck the GE13 was expected to be, the 

estimations of between 2 and 3 billion RM don’t seem to be far-fetched.  

    

8. Singapore, the regional exception 

  

The Political Donations Act of 2000, revised 31 December 2001, regulates in great detail who 

can donate and up to how much, who can accept (parties and candidates) and how the 

recipients have to declare how much they receive during their fiscal years, namely by an 

annual report to the Registrar of Donations. Anonymous donations up to a total of 5000 S$ 

per fiscal year are possible, the same amount is acceptable by a candidate as well. All 

donations over 10,000 S$ have to be declared to the registrar including the source or donor. 

Donors who make several small donations amounting to more than 10,000 S$ per year must 

report that too. Violations of the donation regulations result in clearly defined sanctions in the 

Political Donations Act, e.g.: “Evasion of restrictions on donations (section 23.): 

—(1)  Where a person —(a)enters into; or(b)knowingly does any act in furtherance of, 

any arrangement which facilitates or is likely to facilitate, whether by means of any 

concealment or disguise or otherwise, the making of donations to a candidate, election agent 

or political association by any person or body other than a permissible donor, he shall be 

guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding $3,000 or to 

imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or to both.” 

Donation-related violations and following punishment are not known. 

 

The long term ruling People’s Action Party (PAP) is proud of its humble headquarters and 

small infrastructure. The membership numbers are not published but estimated between 15 

and 20, 000, more than 1000 of them are selected cadres as the most reliable and loyal core 

group. Business activities of the PAP have not been known until the spring of 2013, when a 

dispute with the Workers’ Party about Internet services in a town council handover 

(Aljunied-Hougang Town Council). It brought to light that the PAP had established a 

relatively small company for IT-services but declared that this was the only one it owned. 

Given the long-term rule and the penetration of the administration and support organizations 

like People’s Association, PAP Community Foundation (PCF) and the proximity to the trade 
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unions plus the short ways in a city state, the running costs of the PAP can be considered 

relatively small. The same is probably true for campaign costs, given the dense networks of 

affiliate organizations and the presence of the not full time members of parliament in their 

constituencies. They offer their direct support to citizens in weekly “Meet the People 

Sessions” (MPS), bringing them much closer to the pulse of the voters than most of their 

colleagues in the region. And unlike these colleagues in the Southeast Asian neighbourhood 

they don’t disburse funds directly from their personal pork barrel, small amounts of cash and 

donated food aid excluded, but mainly write on behalf of their citizens to all sorts of 

organizations to help them.  According to Netina Tan (Sachsenroeder 2013), the main sources 

of the PAP’s funding are membership fees (though only 18 S$ per year for ordinary 

members) and mandatory deductions from its MPs and ministers salaries at a rate of 13% of 

their respective allowances which are very high for ministers and top civil servants. Tan 

estimates this regular income of the party at no less than 150,000 S$ per month or 1.8 million 

a year. Advertisement space in the party newsletter and possibly surpluses from kindergartens 

and preschools run by the PAP Community Foundation may add some more income. Tan 

also points out the advantage for the ruling party by getting preferential rentals in the void 

decks of the blocks of flats managed by the Housing Development Board in which roughly 

80 % of Singaporeans live. The PAP is thus close to the voters and ubiquitous in the 

heartlands, an advantage the opposition parties don’t have.  

Election campaigns are relative cheap in a city state compared to the neighbours with a huge 

hinterland or scattered islands. Tan reports that for the 2011 general election the PAP spent a 

total of S$1.19 million on advertising and printing of promotional material, transport, food 

and refreshments and purchase of public liability and personal accident insurance. “Only” 

about S$30,000 were spent on the design of banner templates, photo shoots, hairdo, make-up 

and digital imaging.  These dimensions, of course, cannot be compared with the parties in the 

neighbourhood. But they contribute to the cost-effectiveness of the PAP which has additional 

and important support by the closeness between state and party and their quasi monopoly of 

the mainstream media.  

 

9. Cambodia – Tightly Controlled by the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) 

 

The ruling party has communist and revolutionary roots and thus an inherent propensity of 

controlling the state as much as it is possible in a country under reconstruction with a big 

majority of the population still living in the rural areas. The CPP has co-opted the public 

service to a very high degree, subjecting civil servants to party membership and strict 

hierarchical control. It has practically unlimited access to funds by blurring the line between 

state and party. Since the business sector is dependent on the state bureaucracy, the party- 

affiliated cronies can enrich themselves but are also expected to fund public projects like 

schools or bridges, which are accredited to the CPP government. Mastermind and chief 

organizer of this financial empire, which profits also from enormous amounts of international 

aid, is prime minister Hun Sen himself who dominates the political scene since more than 

three decades. 

 

The main opposition parties, Sam Rainsy Party (SRP) and Human Rights Party (HRP), used 

to receive limited donations mainly from Cambodians abroad. In a sort of touching openness 

the HRP hangs the lists of donations from its supporters in the US, neatly separated by US 

states, outside their rather humble headquarters in Phnom Penh.  

 

After the 28 July 2013 election with the preceding merger of the two main opposition parties 

under the name of Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) things may change. The 
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triumphant return of Sam Rainsy from exile and his democratic image may also direct more 

donations to the opposition with the hope that the political corruption of the CPP might be 

overcome. 

The royalist camp, FUNCINPEC and Norodom Ranariddh Party, wiped out in the last 

elections, seem to have savings from better times at their disposal. They have problems with 

a very corrupt image, but have contributed to the semblance of a multi-party system in 

Cambodia which is in reality tightly controlled by the dominant CPP.   

 

10. Laos and Vietnam: Communist Parties as “Self-Funding” Single Party 

 

A short description of the system is given by Le Kim (in Sachsenroeder 2013 upcoming), 

making it clear that it is more self-service than self-funding how the party handles its 

finances: “As the party offices largely overlap with the state administrative system and the 

Party also manages the public budget, the CPV has almost unlimited access to the state 

resources. Party branches’ expenditure on party congresses, rewarding members, buying 

newspapers and other administrative costs are funded by the government, based on the head 

count of the party branches. The party branches submit their financial reports to the financial 

department of their administrative units to get annual funding. There is no cap on how much 

funds party branches can ask for. With the on-going public administration reform, the 

government has been trying to tighten public expenditure, including expenditure for the 

Party’s bureaucratic organization. However, due to this loose funding procedure, it is hard to 

control the spending of the party branches. Thus, in 2009 the Party’s national audit 

discovered that party branches throughout the country used about eighty billions VND 

(approximately more than 4.5 million US Dollars as in 2009) of public fund for unjustifiable 

purposes.” 

Very similar procedures can be expected for the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, probably 

the most secretive and unknown political party in the region.  

 

11. Conclusions  
 

Southeast Asia has been riding on a wave of economic and asset growth in the last few 

decades. This has encouraged the development of an exaggerated level of money politics and 

enrichment opportunities for all sorts of political entrepreneurs inside and outside of political 

parties in an “incestuous relationship”. The parties, confronted with exponentially rising 

campaign costs, had to find ways and means to secure enough funding for survival, normally 

less for the management of the party machinery but more and more for the costly election 

campaigns. The political business opportunities have attracted traditional elites, like the big 

family clans in the Philippines who are bankrolling parties and safeguard their families’ 

business interests at the same time. The opportunities were also attracting ambitious 

newcomers who managed to build their fortunes on political careers, or men like Thaksin 

Shinawatra whose appetite for political power was growing with his business success already 

based on political contacts and support. 

 

In a normative perspective, C.H. Carr’s demand, that “Political action must be based on a 

coordination of morality and power” (Finnemore & Sikkink 1998:889) has been widely if not 

totally ignored in Southeast Asia so far. There is one remarkable exception, though. 

Singapore is the richest ASEAN member but ranked as one of the least corrupt countries in 

the world in the Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International. Unlike its 
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regional neighbours, it has developed widely accepted judicial instruments to check and 

control corruption. The administration is considered one of the cleanest in Asia, enforcement 

is strong, and perpetrators have no chance to escape once they are found out. The growing 

number of corruption cases in the courts and the media during the last few years is mostly 

related to public procurement and sex, but not to funding or campaign expenses of any 

political party. Internal and external critics are concerned with the outstanding income 

packages and more than generous salaries of ministers and top civil servants. This became a 

campaign issue in the May 2011 general election and the public outcry has driven the 

government to review and adjust the salary levels down. The political will to fight and control 

corruption in Singapore is very much a result of the no-nonsense authoritarian style of 

veteran leader Lee Kuan Yew and has definitely benefited the investment and business 

climate of the city state.  

To avoid an ethical and normative judgment, a comparison with the global picture shows 

political corruption and dubious sources for party funding all over the world. “In the wake of 

Watergate, ‘sunshine rules’ were put in place that required open committee meetings and 

recorded votes. The purpose was to make Congress open and responsive, and so it has 

become – to lobbyists, money and special interests” ( Zakaria, Fareed, Washington Writers 

Group, Straits Times, Singapore, July 26, 2011). Europe certainly shares the vulnerability of 

the political sphere for corruption and embezzlement, as more or less regular scandals reveal, 

but in most Western European countries the political control and legal institutions are 

developed enough to prevent the frightening dimensions of cash flows we find in Southeast 

Asia.  

The corrupt systems which produce “unusually rich” entrepreneurs and politicians intensify 

the political competition inside parties and between them. And it leads as well to ruthless and, 

more often than not, violent methods if the privileged positions come under the threat of 

election defeat and have to be defended by all possible means against the challengers, 

including unjustified indictments and imprisonment of opposition politicians and other 

criminal acts up to physical harm and assassinations.  

 

Barry Wain has called UMNO’s finances “A volatile mix of business and politics” (Wain 

2009: 124). And he quotes one of the opposition leaders, Lim Kit Siang of the DAP, calling 

the country’s money politics as an “incestuous relationship” between business and politics. 

Unfortunately, much of the same can be said about the other countries mentioned here, and 

what are probably the tips of big icebergs is more than enough to create public anger at the 

respective political classes in Southeast Asia. But much of the shady political business 

remains hidden from public scrutiny if it is not revealed more or less by accident. One rather 

spectacular example is Malaysia: “Many of the dealings and abuses discussed here would not 

have come to light had it not been for the UMNO split in 1987. Following this, both factions 

have sought to undermine the other by exposing alleged abuses involving their respective 

opponents…” (Gomez 1990:170)  

 

The volatile mix of business and politics, in a certain variety also described as crony-

capitalism, creates a kind of political competition which is rather different from systems 

where alternating government parties or coalitions have become an accepted solution.   

Losing power to the opposition or another coalition is painful enough. The great French 

diplomat-politician Talleyrand (1754 – 1838), who was well known for his venality, once 

said that the most painful farewell in this world is the farewell from power. But losing power 

and at the same time being cut off from quasi unlimited financial resources is even more 

difficult to accept. This is probably one of the reasons why many of the legal institutions 
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established to fight political corruption are so impotent. Sure, politics is often and in most 

places hardball, but flaws and deficiencies in the judicial systems and the anti-corruption 

agencies in the region make impunity possible and widespread. And this very impunity is 

especially made possible by a blatant lack of political will to stop it or, seen from their side, 

the continuing success of the political and business circles who are profiting from the status 

quo and their incestuous relationship and overlapping with the political parties.  

 

The only visible counter-balancing tendency is the anger of an increasingly better informed 

citizenry. But anger of the voters is difficult to translate into votes for an opposition which 

promises change and cleaner politics. Highly gerrymandered and unfair election systems, 

harsh sedition laws, and control of the media keep most opposition parties weak. And it is not 

least the money of rich ruling parties which can buy over potentially dangerous opposition 

figures if need be.  

The global comparison may justify a cynical sounding final statement: Political power is too 

tempting to lose it for considerations of fairness and morality unless a polity develops the 

political will and the necessary majority to change it. Politics is hardball competition for 

power and money, full stop! And this, of course, cannot create a political climate in favour of 

electoral integrity. 
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